ONE  WORLD :   TWO  WARS
GERMANY WORKS FOR A JAPANESE-AMERICAN
BREAK
January 3, 1941
Information from a certain source brought out the already well-
known fact that the Germans here are doing everything possible to
prevent Admiral Nomura from going to Washington and to bring
about a partial or complete break in diplomatic relations with the
United States, and that they are also about to intensify their efforts
to embroil the two countries and to propel the southward advance.
The following points were suggested as worthy of impression on the
Japanese authorities :
 1.	If Japan follows the German urgings she will become in-
volved, to her great disadvantage and probably without ultimate
profit, in useless expenditures and risks.
 2.	If Japan enters the war on the side of the Axis she will either
be defeated or, if her Axis partners should win, she will never
be allowed by her partners to hold what she temporarily may have
gained.
 3.	The opposition of the entire world to the Axis is steadily
growing and crystallizing, while a Nazi and Fascist victory is daily
becoming less probable.
 4.	If Japan allows herself to be misled by Nazi blandishments
and to become involved in new military adventures, she is likely
to alienate countries which do not wish to injure Japan but which
have the power to do so if Japan forces them to act against her in
self-defence.   Japan has infinitely more to gain and less to lose
by refusing to allow herself to be so misled.
 5.	That her Axis partners can render effective military support
to Japan is not believed to be the case.
 6.	Japan may well pause to consider the tremendous risks with-
out compensating advantage which she would be assuming were
she to enter the war with the Axis or openly to assault or imperil
important American or British interests, or interests important to
those countries.
I told the Department, by the way, that we are well aware of the
efforts of the Germans to embroil Japan with us and that I have been
continually impressing the foregoing points on my Japanese contacts,
including the Foreign Minister. Also that I am making every effort
to get the full text of the President's speech of December 29 to the
attention of influential quarters.
THE JAPANESE PRESS WARNS OF WAR WITH
AMERICA
January 7, 1941
A long editorial in to-day's Kokumin warns the Japanese people
that war between Japan and the United States will be necessary

